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What is SEO

SEO stands for “search engine optimization" and it is the process of improving your site to increase its
visibility when people search for products or services related to your business in Google, Bing, and other
search engines. The better visibility your pages have in search results, the more likely you are to garner
attention and attract prospective and existing customers to your business.
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How search
engines work
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How search engines work

Crawling: search engines scan the Internet to discover contents (web pages, images, video, etc.) by
using programs called “bot”, “crawler” or “spider”. These bots never stop, as their only purpose is to
find new links to add to the index.
Indexing: the contents found become part of a huge index, but if search engines find more copies of
the same content it won’t be indexed.
Ranking: the way search engines rank pages is top secret, but the purpose is always the same, i.e.,
connect the user with contents that are as pertinent as possible with what he/she is looking for.

Each search engine has its own software, but their functioning is almost the same. In fact, it consists of
three steps:
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SEO Strategy
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SEO Strategy

Keyword research: understand what your potential customers are looking for. You can rely on some
tools such as Google Search Console.
Related topics: identifying these topics will allow you to find out more specific keywords and better
matches with what your customers are looking for.
Verify the results: how many of your keywords or key phrases make your website appear in search
engine results? If through this process you find out that there are some gaps, the next step is
understanding how to fill them.
Backlinks: if your website isn’t linked into other websites, search engines will never be able to find it.
To avoid this issue, you could ask other bloggers of similar areas to give a look at your website. 

Let’s see how to plan it step by step:
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How to choose
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How to choose keywords

Frequency: it is the number of times a word is searched for.
Competition: an already established website will more likely be shown among the search engine
results for competitive keywords, but new websites can focus on less competitive keywords.
Relevance: the keywords that you select must match what you are offering.

There are three aspects to take into consideration:
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How to set 
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How to set SEO goals

Conversions: monitor the number of visitors that land on your website and make a purchase. 
Acquisition and reach: track the number of times your business appears in search results and how
often people click to visit your website.
Engagement: monitor what visitors read and interact with on your website or how many visitors
become fans of your social networking activity.

An important part of SEO strategy is identifying your goals. Once you have a list of your goals, you also
need to measure them to be able to understand if you are achieving them. 
To do this, there are some important parameters to consider:

1.2.2
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SEO for international websites

Make sure that each language has its own web page and avoid mixing more languages in the same page
Rely on professional translators because search engines don’t like automatic translation and could
consider web pages translated in this way as spam
Rely on localisation to create quality content in each language

There are some SEO guidelines for those websites that offer their contents in more languages:
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How to improve
the SEO strategy
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How to improve the SEO strategy

“Research Analysis” report: it will help you answer some essential questions, such as what queries
bring visitors to your website or when users click on your links.
“Links to Your Website” report: it lists the websites linking to yours.
“Usability on Mobile Devices” report: it tells you which pages don’t work well on mobile devices.
“Crawl” report: it allows you to check if Google can visit your web pages.
“Google Index” report: it shows you the information that Google has recorded on your website and if
your web pages are accessible.

Google Search Console is a free tool that you can use to improve your SEO strategy. Let’s see what kind of
reports you can find on this tool:

1.2.4
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What is SEM

SEM allows you to use specific spaces of a search engine to place targeted ads to potential customers when
they search for certain terms and phrases relevant for your business. These are the so-called “keywords”.

It is based on an auction system: each advertiser makes an offer and the higher it is the higher is the
possibility that his/her ad will be chosen. However, the offer that you make (called “cost-per-click”) isn’t
everything. What matters even more is the pertinence of your ads with the keyword in question. The score
that you obtain in terms of pertinence is called “quality score”.
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How to make a
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How to make a keyword more effective

Ask yourself if the keyword describes your product or service in the best possible way
Consider the level of traffic that the keyword can generate
Keep in mind what the competition is doing

 You have various options:

By considering all these steps, you will be able to find keywords that have high levels of pertinence and
traffic and low levels of competition.
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How to make your
ads stand out
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How to make your ads stand out

Pertinence is a key factor in a SEM campaign. For this reason, the title and the meta description of your
ads should match the words used by the user for the search and don’t forget that also your landing page
needs to be pertinent with your ads.

Another tip is offering discounts and special benefits, which is an easy way to get attention if matched
with a good CTA (Call to Action). In other words, you must tell users what you want them to do when they
visit your website.
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How to measure
the results of SEM

campaigns
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How to measure the results of SEM campaigns

Transactions
Contact via forms 
Downloads

The most common conversions to track are:

Once you have identified the type of conversion you want to monitor, you must learn how to do it. The
first thing to do is finding the right place to put the conversion tracking code, which could be the order
confirmation page in the case of transactions. When the code is installed, you will start receiving
conversion statistics. They are useful data to understand if your campaigns are working or not.
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The best 5 SEO tools

 AgencyAnalytics
 Semrush
 SEO PowerSuite
SEO Tester Online
Squirrly SEO

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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AgencyAnalytics

Monitoring of your client’s search engine ranking daily
Flexible search engine rank tracking
Perform keyword research
Analyse competitors’ SEO performance

It is an enterprise marketing dashboard that offers many different features, integrations, and reports.
This SEO tool includes rank tracker, backlink monitor, site auditor and competitor analysis.
The advantages of AgencyAnalytics are:

Pricing: it offers a free trial or 3 paid plans starting from $10 per month.
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Semrush

Monitor and manage your organic rankings
Develop persuasive and creative PPC campaigns
Higher level of content marketing
Creation of simplified reports
Analysis and tracking of social media effectiveness

It is a SaaS platform that includes tools for search, content, social media, and market research available
in more than 140 countries. The advantages of Semrush are:

Pricing: it offers a free trial or 3 paid plans from $119.95 per month to $449.95 per month.
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SEO PowerSuite

It finds keyword opportunities with the best chance to rank
It helps with content changes that make a difference in ranking
It checks your site for technical issues and suggest fixes for them
It helps you with all four areas of SEO: On-page, Off-Page, Technical and Experiential
It helps your organize project data and tasks in easy-to-use columns and filters
It helps you setup automatic checks on your SEO campaigns to stay updated

This SEO tool allows to have all your backlinks in one place, know your backlink history, customize
backlink reports, monitor competitors, and get API access. The advantages of SEO PowerSuite are:

Pricing: it offers a free trial, a free version or 2 paid plans from $299 per year to $699 per year.
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SEO Tester Online

It is easy to use
It is an all-in-one platform for SEO and SEM
It is convenient
It is great to perform an analysis of market, competitors, and keywords

It is an all-in-one platform available in 45 countries worldwide. It offers a wide range of SEO tools, such as
the SEO checker, the SEO spider, the SEO editor, etc. The advantages of SEO Tester Online are:

Pricing: it offers a free trial or 3 paid plans from €26 per month to €56 per month.
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Squirrly SEO

+ 300K keywords ranked in Google top 10 
+ 285% increase in traffic by users
Find and choose the right keywords
Get a SEO green light to publish your content
Detailed SEO audit

It is a SEO tool that provides personalized routes to rank each page of your website in Google top 10. In
fact, it offers an expert level advice through an AI-powered SEO consultant. 
The advantages of Squirrly SEO are:

Pricing: it starts from $29.99 per month.
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Conclusions

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) is one of those topics that you can’t ignore if you are approaching the
world of Digital Marketing because the success of your business could depend entirely on this element. 
SEM (Search Engine Marketing), instead, can be defined as advertising on search engines. For example,
the first results on a search results page are usually ads that can be created with a SEM strategy. If you
have a business and want to be found easily by your customers, SEM could be the digital marketing
strategy that suits you best. 

Along this presentation, we gave you all the necessary information to learn more about this subject and
start planning your SEO & SEM strategy. We are looking forward to hear your stories of success!
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Don't waste your time and start setting

your SEO & SEM strategy!
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If you want to know more

Visit our blog!

WWW.SCALEAPSE.COM/BLOG
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